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About This Game

Shadows Peak is an atmospheric, open-world horror game focused on exploration that doesn't hold your hand.

The main focus of the game is on the atmosphere, story, and exploration. Unlike most horror games, Shadows Peak allows you
to explore large environments and progress through the game in a non-linear way.

You play as the writer Tom Blair who has decided to visit a mysterious place called Shadows Peak to gather materials for a new
book about legends. A number of people have gone missing in Shadows Peak. Some people claim that they saw something that

they shouldn’t have been able to see there and, of course, there are some dark legends surrounding this place.

Key Features

Large environments

Non-linear gameplay

No hand holding

Mysterious story

Haunting atmosphere
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Gamepad support for 50 controllers
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Title: Shadows Peak
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Andrii Vintsevych
Publisher:
Andrii Vintsevych
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad, Intel Core 2 Duo e8500

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: GeForce 8800 GTS, GT 630, GT 740M, ATI Radeon HD 2600,
Intel HD 4600 and above

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: For 30 fps on 1280x720 resolution, using minimum graphics quality settings.

English,Russian,French,Simplified Chinese,Japanese,German,Korean
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Rare moment when I am writting review for the game (Why rare if you have 39 reviews there, boyo?- you'll ask?....Having 623
games and 39 revies IS rare!! - I'll say). So...Good interactive comic game! Really like that one. So far only 0.2 hours played and
I am pretty sure I'll keep dying but I'll finish it!

+Really good music(one thing - some tracks has low bitrate, which saddens me((()
+Interresting story so far! ATM that big octo 've eaten me.
+It is not linear so far!

-Low bitrate of battle\dying tracks
-it is not always comfortable to scroll down the text and go up and press the choice button.
UPD
My bad. I can scroll not only over the text, but anywhere, so...it's OK.

Overall:
Strongly recommended for all who loves interactive comic books with non-linear story. Good art, good music, good story.

UPD
Ну чо...вот и первое прохождение.
069\324
013\124

Герой!

Погнали дальше!. This is an awesome character pretty much a complete redesign of the old tanya with a complete new move-
list, it's worth buying.
P.S.
If You have a problem with the game Talk to the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i.ng developers,
Valve has nothing to do with this game being a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing s.h.it face
comparing to the console version.. Short but sweet.

I was able to 100% the game in 5 and a half hours (every costume, every weapon, every scene, every monster) and I'll admit as
an RPG it was on the very easy end of the scale (only lost the first major hunt and had to actively try to lose one later on) that
said I really liked a lot about this game. The art is decent, the sound is nice, and some of the H-scenes are well written (though
not every scene will be to everyone's tastes). What surprised me most about this game though were the credits, for something
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done almost entirely by 3 people you can tell what a labour of love the project was. Honestly the price (while a little high for
such a short experience) is totally worth it to help support an independent developer and to encourage the creation and
translation of similar content.. HELLO BUY ME DLC PLS
GAME IS EXELENT, OK NEXT. Nice free platformer. In short : If you can get this game under 1 $, get it, because it's fun for
about 4 hours or so, but with minimal or no replayability.

  Game itself is simple, with minimalistic graphics, gameplay elements resembling mobile and browser games.
City building is pretty basic, as all buildings take some resources, must be connected and some buildings give resources, which
you can upgrade.
  There are two basic units : basic attack robot and mining robot. Fist one is used for cannon fodder, but the second collects
crystals or minerals used to get epic robots. Those can be purchased with minerals and there is a lottery which one you will get
and they range, from barely useful to very powerful units.
  Combat is basic and involves little to no strategy, as you get 1 side to spawn units. The only tactical decisions you can make is
to which unit to send first and how to spread out units. But then weird AI comes in to play, as it will attack in specific pathway,
and ignore first buildings. This can lead to some unnecessary casualities.
  There are many resource types, but some are a "bottleneck"resources, which mean, only this resource will limit your advance.
  Multiple missions and boss battles take place and grant you some items, but some missions and bosses can be farmed to get
neccesary resources.
  Overall it's a simple, fun, finish once game. Don't expect much, and you will find it enjoyable.
6/10. Very fun game with tricky puzzles. Funny grafics and great music.
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It's a pretty fun game. It is hard but easy. Hard, if you want to challenge yourself. Easy, if you want to throw corpses at the
problem. If you are a fan of twich platformer games I would recomend it. If you played Super Meat Boy and wanted to hammer
a slab of meat after playing I would not recomend this game.

. Interesting but not scary at all. I really got bored with his monologue and hoped he kill me already. Not worth the VR
experience.. Great feel to it. i loved flying headlong into a fleet with flak and fighters everywhere. hidden gem. Complete
Garb*ge... Wakfu is a wonderful animated show with adorable characters and great story telling. This is a 45 minute movie, well
worth the purchase.. one day i will complete a project

then you'll see

you'll ALLLLL see. This is a functional platform puzzler with amateur graphics, wrapped in a dumb theme and topped off with
achievement spam. This game is built for a store algorithm, not for playing. You'll waste maybe 15 minutes actually interacting
with it, then just leave it running for another three hours for the achievements, if you care. It's worth no more than the amount
of money you wouldn't pick up if dropped.. I’m usually not that opposed to more experimental games, but I do see a lot of them
hiding behind that label. And I feel that Copoka might be doing the same thing. Mechanically, it’s about a bird flying around a
city while collecting things to build its nest. But as you’re doing that, you also end up hearing a few conversations about how this
place is really a totalitarian state with a rebellion brewing inside it. While I appreciate the idea of a small and insignificant
creature, that has nothing to do with these events, being able to listen into them, I can’t say that the game actually manages to
achieve its goal of evoking empathy for someone you don’t know and couldn’t care less about. Because I did in fact not really
care about the narrative, since it’s just too rudimentary and vague to effectively elicit an emotional response from me.

From a technical perspective, the flight mechanics are fun, they’d be suited well if explored some more in a game that was more
than a mere collectathon. But the game also struggles mightily to keep a decent framerate, staying between 30 and 45 fps at all
times and sometimes even dropping below 30. And that for a game that doesn’t boast visuals that would warrant putting such a
strain on my not insignificant hardware.

If this hadn’t been one of the freebies thrown into each Humble Monthly bundle, I probably wouldn’t have picked this one up, as
such I can’t really recommend it either.. In this game you play as farmer man trying to live off the land. You plant seeds, grow
crops. harvest them, and f**k cows. The best game I have ever played. -0/10. Ugh. This is just an excuse for cheevos. Don't
expect to really learn anything here. Yeah, you get multiple choice questions. The questions are always in the same order.
There's no real attempt to educate. It's janky and cheap, like the rest of the JQ Just Questions games. At least they're honest
about it.
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